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Man down apparaat

People down detection continuously checks that everything is always going to be fine with someone. Well-functioning man down detection ensures that you never stand alone. Namely, if something happens to you by accident or accident, then the man down signals this detection immediately. In this article we explain what features what
features are of good people down detection. We also provide examples of how your man successfully applied down detection in increased personal safety. What is man down detection that is used for? The application of people down detection is generally personal safety. That's why your man down detection is often found on alarm
devices. Like mobile alarm. With an alarm device, you can increase the alarm if you need help. However, in some cases someone is not capable of this. For example, if you become intoxicated or after physical accidents. In this case, the man down detection is like an angel on your shoulder. Alarm's jump immediately. In most cases, a
semi-poor sound first. During this period you can cancel the man down alarm. You can usually also set the length of this period. You do this based on the level of risk. The answer to the question: How quickly should the help be on the ground? What kind of people descend detection that has all of them? People down is free to translate
'man down' or 'people down'. It makes sense to think that man down detection therefore only checks whether the person always stands or not. A good one down system, however, goes even further than that. There are several ways to detect if there is a 'man down'. Troubleshooting the work, it can therefore be smart to choose one or the
other method. The most common methods are: Query Detection; Input detection; Fall detection; Impact detection. Some people scroll down devices combine different methods. Besides the above methods, there is another way that does not officially fall under man detection down. Namely the clock foncation. With the clock functionality,
the personal alma will periodically call attention to sounds and vibrations signals. In the handle of a button, restart the clock. When you activate this timer function, the device is counted down to zero. For example, from 30 to 0 minutes. This period is adjustable. Not only on the device, but also on the SOSvolaris platform running this time.
That makes an alarm go in, though the alarm device is not connected at the full time. Generally, this functionality is only used in areas where there are no rows. Like in a basement. A good person down detection makes the clock function superfluous. After all, the alerts man down detection immediately if things go wrong. Setting up is a
piece of cake if you ever worked and man down detection, you might recognize it. Throughout the day you can hear the loud, loud, poor sound. Within a week, the alarm devices will be in the closet. As a result: personal safety is deteriorating. The cause may be that the not straight down detection method has been selected. Or that the
man down detection is not properly adjusted. The adjustment is very important. It is also important that the sensors are calibrated correctly. That's why our personal alarm always has multiple detection methods that can be precisely tuned. The settings are easy to change from the SOSvolaris platform. This can be done even when the
device is off! For the most ideal environment, a suggestion is already made to the platform. And of course you can rely on our tailor-made advice. Settings can be set for each alarm device. In addition, the settings can be saved. For example, a configuration where the man is down is a bit more sensitive and a configuration where the man
is down is slightly less sensitive. That way, the man down momentarily quickly set up the desired way. Security is optimal, without disrupting the main task processes. Quick and adequate alarm follow-up after a man descended the alarm the SOSvolaris distinguished platform between manual alarm and man down alarm. That makes it
easy to adequately set up the alarm follow-up. In the case of a manual alarm, it is likely that the person is approachable. The two-way voice communication on the mobile alarm button can therefore be spoken to the person. If he worries a man down alarm, it may be that the person is not approaching anymore. It is therefore of extra value
to know this difference directly as an alarm successor. Home &amp; Gt; Security personnel Calling the Systems Mandown system are also called lone workers giving your employer a safe feeling at where work is done alone. When people work a lot alone, they carry a device that allows them to alert in different ways in case of emergency.
There are systems where the person presses the button and system with a collapsed detector. There are systems where the person presses the button itself. In addition, there are also systems with a Fall Detector. This fall-on detects whether the device/single worker is still in a vertical position. If this is not the case, the device issues a
warning. If that's not the answer, the alarm will be raised to the device itself. In addition, there are also systems that work in a 'no motion' system. When a person has no movement anymore, an alarm will be sent directly to the rights employees/colleagues. The mandown system means getting help. In a company that works with radio and
a Mandown sensor, the message will go directly to the right colleagues. If radios are not used, you can choose to send the message to a page or page view. If the distance becomes too big or work is carried out throughout the country, SAUCe VeDoCall is excessive This emergency button will call various mobile numbers or at an
emergency center with a voice connection then can be done directly with the needy person. On a map location, coordinate them with the place where the person is located to show, and you can then search for a targeted right. The mandown system means getting help. In a company that works with radio and a Mandown sensor, the
message will go directly to the right colleagues. If radios are not used, you can choose to send the message to a page or page view. If the distances get too big or work done all over the country, then the VeDoCall SAUCe is a solution. This emergency button will call various mobile numbers or at an emergency center with a voice
connection then can be done directly with the needy person. On a map location, coordinate them with the place where the person is located to show, and you can then search for a targeted right. Would you like to know more about solid worker relay systems? Feel free to contact us and we will be happy to provide you with information and
advice. SEE THE FULL RANGE OF RELAY SYSTEM AT THE WEBSHOP ON OUR customers pages of this website you will GET AN ACL. We also hope to welcome you as a customer! Today people are working more and more alone. Due to continuous improvement of processes, both organizational and technical, it is less and less
frequently needed to do a job with multiple people. Such innovation allows companies to excel by being able to use their jobs more efficiently. With the same number of employees, more work can be done. However, this positive development also introduces a possible job risk, namely the increase in grained employment. In this article we
discuss the ins and outside of work alone and what you can do as an employee to deal with this safe situation. What is working alone? The work occurs only if an employee works outside the field of vision and/or distance hearing for others. Work alone in more situations than you might initially think. It is important to look at the potential
risks that are the only worker exposed during work. As an employee, it's wise to include working alone in The Risk &amp; Inventory; Assessment (RI&amp;). In this way, the risks and associated measures can be systematic considered. In any case, carefully provided for working alone, for example by SZW Inspector (Ministry of Social
Affairs and Labor). They indicate that employees are responsible for a safe and healthy workplace for employees in single-person posts. Where does he work alone? There are many situations where jobs may be possible. We mention here a number: Operators and mechanics of Employees at Company Security. Warehouse workers.
Hospital staff. Workers who are only on a construction site. (Lab) Inspectors. Drink water company and water treatment plants. Staff at the (tank) terminal where dangerous substances are stored. Telecom and antenna companies where there is a high level of work. Windmill Industries. Is a man down mandatory system mandatory? Then,
the question is clear, will apply a man down mandatory system? No, it's not. We always recommend working according to the occupational strategy, and that start with source approach. It's important to check all options before buying smart personal alarm. However, we see in practice that it is not always easy to unlock a second worker for
certain risky activities, or eliminate the risk (dangerous substances, exploding hazards, electricity, high pressure, high temperature, fall risk, etc.). This is one of the reasons many companies are choosing to invest in a well functioning man system down. If your colleague uses coverage this fall, he'll most likely talk about the same thing. Are
you or do not use a man down app? We see that software companies are now also concerned with the safety of single workers. The increase in apps available through the Android (Google) or iOS (Apple) app store is no longer trackable. As a specialist in measuring musical instruments for occupational health, safety and safety, we
regularly ask if someone down app is appropriate. Our response: This depends entirely on it. For example, we believe that man down apps are very suitable for the less risky situations where one works alone. For more risky situations, there are several reasons not to use an app: A man down app that continuously uses GPS for
determination where there is a huge charge on a smartphone's battery, especially if it's on for the whole job. And if the phone is empty, then what? In situations where explosion-proof equipment (ATEX) equipment is required. Some ATEX smartphones on the market, however very costly and here also the statement points applied in terms
of battery life. A used smartphone is often equipped with a SIM card from a supplier such as Vodafone, T-Mobile or KPN. If there's a lot to work outside of the field alone, there may be poor coverage in one place with one supplier, and a better set with the other. Stable. A smartphone is often not as robust and therefore not suitable for
heavy work. What if the plane falls? Water resistance. Most smartphones are not water resisting and therefore not suitable for applications where someone can enter in contact with water. Only the most expensive device (flagship) devices from Samsung and Apple are resisting water. Emergency button. In the event of an emergency, you
want to be able to act quickly and be able to increase your own alarm Then a smartphone with a touch is not so convenient.. Today, there are robust and reliable man down systems that are equipped with fall protection, mobile communication and location determination. More below! (Smart) Tech Nowadays, manufacturers of System Man
Down have the availability of many technologies that make a man down reliable systems. An ATEX certification indicates that a product is intrinsically safe. The ATEX theme covers all situations where there is a risk of gas explosion and dish. ATEX is an abbreviation of the dead French ATmosphere EXplosible from the European



guidelines to secure explosions. With an ATEX certified man down your system ensures that the personal alarm used can't be a source of ignition for a gas explosion or distress. Always check that the certification (area) is sufficient for the situation. A GPS / GNS module accurately determines the single worker's location. This is very
helpful in case of an emergency, so that the alarm successor can also find those in need quickly and adequate. Please note, determination where based on GPS/GNS ONLY works reliable if there only works out! For applications inside there are so-called abroad. The Beacons are inside the home where beacons that you can place
anywhere in a building. Each beacon is equipped with its own identification and updating location, so that in May there might be a beacon emergency closer to reporting through the man system down. With four multi-roaming SIM claims, the aforementioned disadvantage of dependence on one telecom provider has been resolved. The
special SIM card used in our man system down has the ability to choose the most mobile network anywhere in the world. This minimizes situations where there is no poor range. Blackline Security G7c Security Blackline G7c is the most complete down system man now available on the market. It's an all-in-one personal monitor equipped
with smart personal alarm based on fall detection, movement detection, emergency levers and more. The G7c Security Blackline also features a multi-roaming SIM card that works all over the world. An ATEX Zone 0 certification allows the device to be used in all situations. An IP65 rating ensures a adequate splash resistance. Fuel
detection if you want to eliminate the need to carry multiple devices. A gas detector, man down system and radio at 1. Because the G7c is also equipped with push-to-talk, a feature to communicate between users of the touch of a button (such as a radio). TWIG Anbody A TWIG is the most compact integer down system of any reputable
brand. TWIG is a Finnish manufacturer of intelligent personal alarm and with Anbody's TWIG there is a solution for almost any application in which it is working alone. The ambulance is IP67 and, like the G7c, there are several fall protection features such as fall detection, motion detection, and an emergency button. The TWIG Anbody is
so small that it can be worn in different ways, for example on the wrist as a watch, on a badges holder around the neck, on their pants and a cabinet bait or clip to attach with the jackets or pockets. For more information on one of these Man Down systems, please contact us! Op!
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